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In this paper a method of embedding a linear graph in n-cube is discussed. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions on node configurations for the embeddability 
are obtained by analyzing the structure of n-cube in code space with respect 
to the distance 2c by means of Reed-Muller code. 
The fundamental idea in this study is to modify a given graph iteratively in 
such a manner that the connecting properties of the graph satisfy the above 
conditions in ascending order of C. An algorithm of modification is mainly 
based on the classification of node sets. This classification enables us to examine 
the node-configurations in respect to these conditions. 
By using this method, we can modify any complex graph into a subgraph of 
n-cube in such a manner that the total loss of connecting properties becomes 
as small as possible. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is often requested to assign binary words to all nodes in a linear graph 
in such a manner that the adjacencies of assigned codewords correspond 
as well as possible to the given connecting relations between adjacent nodes. 
For example, in a state assignment problem for sequential machines, we 
construct an adjacency graph in which states are represented by nodes and 
the existence of desired adjacency between two states is indicated by a 
branch. According to the number of occurrences of desired adjacency, 
we assign a weight to every branch. Then we try to find an optimum assign- 
ment of binary codewords as mentioned above, concerning the adjacency 
graph, in order to achieve an economical realization of the machines. 
In this paper a method of embedding a linear graph in an n-cube is 
discussed. In this embedding procedure, an attempt is made to minimize 
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the total loss of connecting relations between nodes in the given graph. 
That is to say, this optimization problem is to minimize the total weight of 
the removed branches for the smallest possible value of n, the dimension of 
the n-cube in which a given graph is to be embedded. Till today this problem 
has often been treated as a state assignment problem for sequential machines 
[Armstrong (1962), Enomoto (1963)], as mentioned before, but it is not 
yet solved. 
The aim of this study is to find an embedding algorithm, amenable to 
computer implementation for handling large problems. The fundamental 
idea in this study is to express the embedding criteria with respect to the 
distances 2” (c > 0) and to apply them iteratively with the value c = 1, 2,..., 
in increasing order. 
The 2”-dimensional r-th order Reed-Muller code can serve well to find 
these embedding criteria. In Section 2, the adjacency features in code space 
are made clear by means of Reed-Muller code, concerning mainly a subspace 
n/CT) in which the minimum distance between its members is 2+‘. In 
Section 3, a set of necessary and sufficient conditions on node-configurations 
for the embeddability are mentioned concerning a subset of nodes s(c) 
which are to be mapped into n/CT) (c = m - T). In Section 4, we shall give 
a method of modifying a given graph to meet these conditions with respect 
to the distance 2c. This procedure is mainly based on the classification of 
primary sets of nodes in .!$ce). In Section 5, a method of obtaining $W from 
s(+l), by making a partition of s(+l), is shown. Finally, in Section 6, 
an algorithm is given to embed a given graph in n-cube. 
By using this method, we can modify any complex graph into a subgraph 
of n-cube in such a manner that the total loss of connecting properties 
becomes as small as possible. 
2. ADJACENCY FEATURES IN CODE SPACE 
Now we shall analyze the structure of n-cube in code space by means of 
Reed-Muller code. 
The 2m-dimensional, p-th order Reed-Muller code V(r) [Peterson (196111, 
expressed below, constitutes a subspace V tc) of binary words whose minimum 
distance is 2”-~. 
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Here, uug = 1, @i (i = 1, 2 ,..., m), and ZJ~‘, which is a vector product of r 
independent vectors zli , are basis vectors of r-th order Reed-Muller code. 
And the coefficients g0 , gi ,. .., p,, take the value of either 0 or 1. 
Any codeword which has a minimum weight 2”-’ in n/@) is completely 
characterized by Lemma 1 (see Appendix I) and Theorems 1 to 6 are proved 
by ,means of Lemma 1. 
Theorems 1, 2, and 3 yield a set of necessary and sufficient conditions on 
node-configurations for the embeddability of a linear graph in n-cube. 
Theorems 4, 5, and 6 illustrate the way to apply these conditions in the 
embedding procedure and they also give an assurance for the assignability 
of binary words to a modified graph, thus obtained from a given graph. 
Proofs on theorems and some lemmas are described in Appendices I-VII. 
THEOREM 1. Let V, , V, , and V, denote three codewords whose mutual 
distances are 2”-’ in n/c?), and let V, denote a codeword which lies in distance 
2+7-l from V, , V, , and V, (i.e., V, = V,V, 0 V,V, @ V, V,). Then V, 
is uniquely determined from V, , V, , and V, and it belongs to a subspace n/@+l). 
(See Fig. 1.) 
Prtmarymd4 : O;.~~~G,V~ 
Sacmtdar Y ward0 : Vs. VP.%,% 
FIG. 1. A Primary Set and its secondary words. 
Proof. See Appendix II. 
DEFINITION. A set of four codewords in V@), whose mutual distances 
are 2m-T will be called a primary set of codewords in n/CT) and its four 
member;, denoted by V, , V, , V, , and VW, will be called primary words. 
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DEFINITION. Four codewords V, , V, , V, , and I’, are called secondary 
words if each of them lies in distances 2+-l from each codeword in the 
corresponding three-word combination of primary words as shown in Fig. 1. 
THEOREM 2. Mutual distances of four secondary woyds, which are derived 
from a primary set in W tT) aye all equal and take the value of either 2m-T, 
0 OY 2+r-l, whereas secondary words with mutual distances 2+-l do not exist 
in case that Y = m - 1. (see Fig. 1) 
Proof. (See Appendix III.) 
According to the preceding theorem, all the primary sets in n/o’) are 
classified into three classes as follows: A primary set belongs to class (I), 
if mutual distances of its secondary words are 2m-r; a primary set belongs 
to class (II), if mutual distances of its secondary words are 0; and a primary 
set belongs to class (III), if mutual distances of its secondary words are 
2+-l. Now we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let A and B be two primary sets in n/CT) that have three 
codewords in common (i.e., A : (V, , V, , V, , VW), B : (V, , V, , V, , VW,), 
VW # VW,). And let d(VW , VW,) denote the distance between VW and VW, . 
Then, 
(a) if A belongs to class (I) and B belongs to class (II), then d(VtO , VW,) = 
prk-r+1. 
(b) G A belongs to class (I) and B belongs to class (III), then d( VW , VW,) = 
pn-‘ . 
(c; if both A and B belong to class (II), then d( VW , V,,) = 2”-‘; and 
(d) it is not possible that both A and B belong to class (I). (See Fig. 2.) 
Proof. (See Appendix IV.) 
If A belongs to class (II) and B belongs to class (III) or if both A and B 
belong to class (III), the distance between VW and VW, is not uniquely 
determined; it takes the value between 2”-’ to 2m-r+1. 
COROLLARY 1. If a primary set belongs to class (III) in n/@) (Y < m - l), 
then its secondary words take the place of such primary words that constitute 
a primary set in WCr+l). 
Proof. This statement can easily be understood by Fig. 2. 
DEFINITION. An alternating chain of primary sets is a chain (PI , Pz , . .., P,J 
on V(r) such that: if two primary sets Pi and P,+l have three primary words 
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in common, one of them belongs to class (I) and the other belongs to class (II) 
or class (III). 
THEOREM 4. It is possible to generate all the codewords in VT) by making 
the alternating chains of primary sets from an arbitrary primary set in VT). 
Proof. (See Appendix V.) 
THEOREM 5. A subspace ‘V@+l) is divided into 2’r71’ subspaces n/f) 
(i = 0, l,..., 2”y1’ - 1) whose minimum distances are 2*‘. (See Fig. 2) 
Proof. (See Appendix VI.) 
q=,(y) COROLLARY 2. The number of codewords in n/p) is 2 . 
THEOREM 6. Let V(T) = e/r’, then each subspace n/r) (i $ 0) is extracted 
from W+l) as a mapping of n/g) into W+l) and all the statements in Theorem 1 
to 4 hold also in l/j’), as in the case of n/@-J. 
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TABLE I 
Basis Vectors of Reed-Muller Codes (m = 4) 
1111111111111111 90 
0000000011111111 04 
0000111100001111 3 
0011001100110011 212 
0101010101010101 “1 
TABLE II 
Examples for (V, , V, , V, , V,) E n/@) and (V, , V, , V,, , V,) 
E V’++l’, (m = 4, Y = 2) 
i 
v, @ v, : 0000000000000000 
(9 v, @ v, : 0000001100000011 
v, @ v, : 0001000100010001 
VW @ v, : 0001001000010010 
L 
V’ 0 v, : 0000000100000001 
+ v, 0 v, : 0001001100010011 
v, @ v, : 0001000000010000 
v, @ v, : 0000001000000010 
vz 0 v, :oooooooooooooooo 
(ii) 
[ 
v, @v,:0000001100000011 
v, 0 v, : 0001000100010001 
VW, 0 vr :0000010100000101 
i 
v, @v,:0000000100000001 
--f va @v*:0000000100000001 
v, 0 v, : 0000000100000001 
v, @ v, : 0000000100000001 
/1 
v, @ v~:oooooooooooooooo 
(iii) v, @v,:0000001100000011 
v, @ v, : 0001000100010001 
v,- @v~:0001000100100010 
+i 
V,” @v,:0000000100000001 
v,- @ v, : 0001000100000011 
V,” @ v, : 0001000100000000 
V,” 0 vr :0000000100000010 
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Proof. (See Appendix VII.) 
If a primary set in Vi (r’) belongs to class (I) or class (II), the secondary 
words derived from it belong to another subspace n/j’) (J’ f i). If a primary 
set in o/y) belongs to class (Ill), its secondary words are distributed to 
different four subspaces VJ3!1‘), n/f’, V(lr’, and o/z) (j, k, 1, m # i). Figure 2, 
the illustrative diagram for the division of code space, also illustrates the 
distribution of the secondary words in n/(r+l) for a primary set in n/r’. 
Basis vectors of 1-st order Reed-Muller codes in case that m = 4 are 
listed in Table I and some examples of primary and secondary words in 
case that (m = 4, Y = 2) are also listed in Table Il. 
3. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS ON NODE-CONFIGURATIONS 
In a linear graph, the distance between two nodes is defined as the minimum 
number of branches contained in any chain joining the two nodes. 
Let S(C) denote an arbitrary subset of nodes in a linear graph with minimum 
distance 2~ (c > 0), which are to be mapped into n/(r) (c = m - r) in code 
space. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the connecting 
relations between any pair of nodes in s(C) are described in accordance 
with the preceding observations of the structure of n-cube as follows: 
Condition 1. The number of nodes, which lie in distances 2@l from 
arbitrary three nodes (whose mutual distances are 2”) in sic), is at most one 
(by Theorem 1). 
DEFINITION. Primary nodes are four nodes whose mutual distances are 2c 
in S?G), and they constitute a primary set of nodes in !5tc). The secondary 
node is a node which lies in distances 2e-1 from arbitrary three combination 
of primary nodes of a primary set in ste). 
Condition 2. Mutual distances of secondary nodes, which are derived 
from a primary set in S(C), must be either 2”, 0, or 2+l, whereas secondary 
nodes with mutual distances 2c-l do not exist in case c = 1 (by Theorem 2). 
Now we have a classification on primary sets in s(C) with respect to the 
mutual distances of their secondary nodes as follows: A primary set belong 
to class (I), if mutual distances of its secondary nodes are 2c; a primary set 
belongs to class (II), if mutual distances of its secondary nodes are 0; and a 
primary set belongs to class (Ill), if mutual distances of its secondary nodes 
are 2c-1. 
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To simplify the description about conditions for possible connection of 
two primary sets, we shall add one more new terminology as follows: 
DEFINITION. Let two different primary sets have three nodes in common, 
then the pair of nodes which is different from the common three nodes are 
called the complemental nodes of the primary sets. 
Then we have the following: 
Condition 3. Let S,, and S,? be two primary sets in s(c) that have three 
nodes in common. Then, (a) if S, belongs to class (I) and S,,? belongs to 
class (II), then the distance of their complemental nodes is 2c+l; (b) if S,, 
belongs to class (I) and A’,,, belongs to class (III), then the distance of their 
complemental nodes is 28; (c) if both S, and S,, belong to class (II), then the 
distance of their complemental nodes is 2”; and (d) the case that both S, and 
S,,, belong to class (I) does not exist (by Theorem 3). 
4. EXAMINATION OF NODE-CONFIGURATIONS 
In a linear graph, in general, weights are assigned to every branch in 
proportion to the importance of the relations between two nodes, and we 
want to have a procedure that provides a desirable solution by removing 
as small a number of weak branches as possible. We now try to classify 
all the primary sets in s(C) into class (I), class (II), class (III), and class (D) 
adaptively in deciding the branches to remove, where class (D) is a class of 
primary sets which are to be eliminated from S(C). 
In order to make any primary set have a complete structure with all 
the possible connections as a partial graph of n-cube, it is necessary to 
approach wrth a smaller value of c. In the case of c = 1, there exists no 
primary set in class (III) and by Corollary 1 a primary set, whose secondary 
nodes have already been made to have the complete structure of class (I) 
in stc-l), has the structure of class (III) in .5cc). Hence, the classifying 
procedure can be considerably simplified by starting first with the value c = 1 
and then increasing the value by step one. 
Let S, denote a primary set in !§(@. For each S, , we now test to which 
structure of either class (I), class (II), or class (III) S, is nearest. The number 
of branches or the sum of their weights to be removed in making S, have 
the structure of either class (I), class (II), or class (III) is evaluated as follows, 
where they are identified by &I , -e2 , and 8s , respectively. Here, a caution 
must be devoted to the relation between S, and such primary sets A’,,, that 
have three nodes in common with S, . 
643/Q/2-2 
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DEFINITION. A primary set is said to have a perfect alignment when it 
has a complete structure with all the possible connections as a partial graph 
of n-cube. 
Rl : Make S,, have the structure of class (I) in perfect alignment, if 
possible. Let S,,! be eliminated from S tc), if it belongs to class (III) and if 
the distance between complemental nodes is 2G+1. Make S,, have the structure 
of class (II) by changing the distance between complemental nodes, if 
necessary, to 2c+r or let S,, be eliminated from $P if it does not belong 
to class (III) or class (D). 
d2 : Make S, have the structure of class (II) in perfect alignment, if 
possible. Make S,,f have the structure of class (I) by changing the distance 
between complemental nodes, if necessary, to 2C+1 or let S,, be eliminated 
from SQ) if it does not belong to class (III) or class (D). S,,f can also belong 
to class (II) when the distance between complemental nodes is 20, if and 
only if the same node can be chosen as the secondary node of both S, and S,,l . 
d3 : Make S,, have the structure of class (III) in perfect alignment, 
if possible. Let S,c be eliminated from $P) if it belongs to class (I) and if 
the distance between complemental nodes is 2c+1. 
Finally, let Q denote the number of branches or the sum of their weights 
which is removed to eliminate S, from see). 
We compare the values of tii , 8s , 8s , and ed for every primary set S, 
and move it to the class which corresponds to the minimum value among 
el , + , a3 , and Q . By the course of this comparison we finish the adaptive 
process of classification when all the primary sets in s(C) are located in such 
classes with the least necessity for change and with the most likelihood 
in their structures. When we modify a nodeconfiguration according to the 
results of this classification, it comes to light that every node in s(c) can have 
a correspondency with a code in ‘VT) (r = m - c), whereas we do not put 
any restriction on the length of codes to be assigned. 
5. PARTITION OF NODE SETS 
In order to get a subset of nodes !SG), in which the minimum distance 
between its members is 2”, we partition !ZG+l) into 2’“-:+i’ subsets Sp’, 
CJC) a ,..., according to Theorem 5. Here, m denotes the smallest integer 
satisfying 22” 3 N, and N is a total number of nodes in a given graph. 
The minimum distance in each subset SF), ?$@,..., is 2c as in the case of see). 
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All the conditions, previously mentioned concerning see), must be applied 
to every $$i . Cc) Moreover, the following conditions must be satisfied in order 
to organize all nodes to n-cube configurations. 
Condition 4. The total number of nodes with minimum distance 2” in 
Sic) (c > 1) is at most 2 zzic’? (by Corollary 2). 
Condition 5. The total number of nodes with mutual distances 2” in 
m ) s,:C) (c >, 1) should not exceed 2(m-c+2 , where the upper limit means the 
number of subsets $C+‘), obtained from $@, with minimum distance 2c+i. 
The initial condition for making a partition of $Zcc-l) may reasonably be 
obtained by distributing primary nodes of a primary set, which has already 
been decided to belong to class (I) in stc-l), to different sp). 
For any node in si , (O) let pi be the total number of branches or the sum 
of their weights joining the node to other nodes in sp) with distances 2c-i, 
and let qj be the total number of branches or the sum of their weights joining 
the node to other nodes in SF’ (i #-j) with distances 2c-1. If pi < qj , 
hold the nodes in SF). If pi > qj , move the nodes from SF) to $$@. By 
means of these adaptive procedure, we can make the condition that pi < qj 
be satisfied for all the nodes in sic). Thus s(c-l) is divided into 2(nz-mc+!) 
partitions sp) and some of them are merged again, if possible, in case 
2zm > N. 
As a matter of course, Condition 4 ought to be satisfied simultaneously 
in every partition Si . (‘) According to the final distribution of nodes, we cut 
the connection with distance 2c-1 between any pair of two nodes in each 
,r) by removing some branches. If every subset sic), thus obtained as a 
partition of s(+l), satisfies Condition 5, it becomes possible to make a 
correspondence of $Gp), SF’,... to some of the subspaces n/y), VT),... 
(Y = m - c), respectively. 
6. EMBEDDING ALGORITHM 
(1) Let s(c) denote the set of nodes in a given graph. Find the minimum 
integer m such that 22”’ > N, where N denotes the total number of nodes 
in s(O). Set the value of c initially to one. 
(2) Partition ste-l) into K subsets !%c) (i = 1, 2 z ,a*-, K), whereas k is equal 
to or less than 2(mz+l). Let any one of !§jc) stands for s(C) again. Condition 4 
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should be satisfied in each sic), and the smallest integer m is determined 
again so that each sy) satisfies Condition 5. (See 5, Partition of node sets.) 
(3) Classify every primary set in $$“) into class (I), class (II), class (III), 
or class (D) using Condition 3. (See 4, Examination of node-configurations.) 
(4) Eliminate all the primary sets from Si (‘) that are located in class (D), 
depending on the results of the classification. 
(5) After executing step (3) and step (4) for every index i, make every 
primary set in Ui !$“I meet Conditions 1 and 2 in its perfect alignments as 
class (I), class (II), or class (III), simultaneously. 
(6) Selection of branches to remove or branches to add at steps (4) and (5) 
is carried out by logical manipulation of minimum-coverings under considera- 
tion of branch weights. A slight increase of new branches has serious 
influences on the structure of each primary set in stc-l). If some branches 
are added, the above steps from (2) to (5) must be carried out again. 
(7) Stop the examination on node-configurations with respect to the 
distance 2”, if no primary set appears in class (D) at step (3) and if there is 
no need to add new branches at step (5). 
(8) Repeat the above steps after (2), successively increasing the value of c 
by step one until no primary set appears with respect to the distance 2c. 
By this algorithm, the relation between primary and secondary nodes are 
examined over s(C) to ?%tc--l) with respect to the distance 2”. Therefore, 
if the nodes in $$‘) (i.e., a partition of s(c-r)) have correspondence with 
codes in n/y) (Y = m - c), the relations between nodes with respect to 
the distance 2c-r can also be expressed by means of adjacencies of n/(T+l). 
Thus, it becomes possible to modify any given graph so as to have a desired 
assignment of binary codes to all nodes of the graph. 
7. EXAMPLE 
We now apply our algorithm to a simple model G,, , which is shown in 
Fig. 3. All branches in GO are equally weighted and G,, has node set !Sc) 
which has already been divided into two parts such as Sill and S&” with 
respect to the distance 2” (c = 1). (see Table IIIr) 
1 In Table III and also in Tables IV and V, each secondary node 9, corresponds 
to a primary node Pi as follows: 
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FIG. 3. A simple model of a linear graph: Go (equally weighted). 
We shall now explain how to classify all the primary sets in@). For example, 
primary set S, has three nodes in common with S, , S’s, S, , S, and S’s . 
Suppose S, and Ss have already been classified into class (D). If we want to 
make S, have the structure of class (II) in perfect alignment, one possible way 
is to add a new branch l-10. By doing so S’s, Ss , S, , and S’s are changed in 
their structures as listed in Table IV. Then, the secondary node 2 of S, 
must be removed and for each S,,, , which does not belong to class (D) 
(i.e., Ss , S, , and Ss), any one of the following three modifications is possible: 
(1) SA, 7 must take the structure of class (I) changing the distance between 
complemental nodes from 2 to 4; (2) S, 1 must have node 10 as its secondary 
node taking the structure of class (II); and (3) S,, must be eliminated from 
Si’). Thus we get ~a = 4 as is shown in Table III. 
TABLE IV 
Illustration for Evaluating e2 for S, in $$p) 
Primary set Primary nodes (Pi) Secondary nodes (Qj) 
Sz as SA 1, 6, 7, 9 (2, lo), 10, 10, 10 
& 1, 6, 8, 9 (3, lo), 10, (5, lo), 10 
s, as s/j- 1, 7, 8, 9 10, (4, 1% (5, 1% 10 
SE4 6, 7, 8, 9 10, (4, lo), 10, 10 
According to the results of the classification of primary sets in $‘) 
(see Table III), we eliminate S, , S, , S, , S’s , and S’s from $‘) by removing 
the branch 2-7. The resultant graph is denoted Gr . Consequently S,, , S,, , 
and S,, are also eliminated from .55a . (I) Next we make a classification about $.r), 
failing to find any primary set in class (D). Depending on the results of the 
classification, we make S, , S, , S’s , S, , S, , S,, , and S,, have their perfect 
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alignments in such a way that Ss and S,, + class (I) by adding the branch 2-9, 
S, , S’s and S,, + class (II) and Ss ---f class (I) by removing the branch 4-9. 
The resultant graph is denoted G, . 
TABLE V 
Structures of Primary Sets in Gz and Their Modifications (Gz -f G3) 
Primary set Primary nodes Secondary nodes Class, Modification 
(P3 (QJ (e, , e2 , 4 
83 i 1, 6, 8, 9 3, 10, 5, 2 I, (0, 4, 1) 
s7 
SF) 
1, 8, 9, 11 10, 10, 10, 10 II, (3, 0, 1) 
S8 
m 
6, 7, 8, 9 10, 10, 10, 10 IL (5,0, 1) 
& 7, 8, 9, 11 10, 5, -, 4 I, (0, 3, 1) 
S 12 i 2, 3, 5, 10 1, 8, 9, 6 I, (0, 4, 1) (Gd 
S 14 in !§p) 3, 4, 5, 10 8, 8, 8, 8 11, (4, 0, 1) 
Concerning the node-configurations of G, , we cannot find any contradic- 
tion against Conditions 1 to 3 (see Table V), and all but one of the primary 
sets in G, are in perfect alignment. In order to complete the structure of S, , 
we take a redundant node X in G, . The resultant graph is denoted Gs . 
By doing so, some new primary sets appear, but we can easily see that no 
contradiction occurs in Gs and here we stop all the modifications. The 
modified graph Gs satisfies the n-cube structures as illustrated in Fig. 4. 
Both the Conditions 4 and 5 are satisfied in Gs with respect to m = 2, hence 
4 bit code can be assigned to each node in Gs . 
6 
10 4 
FIG. 4. A modified graph (G3), embedded in n-cube. 
Further, we made assurance of the effectiveness of this algorithm by 
means of computer simulation with some models of 20 nodes. 
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8. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we discussed a method of embedding a linear graph in an 
n-cube in order to assign binary words to all nodes in a linear graph. The 
fundamental idea in this study was to present several embedding criteria 
on node-configurations by means of the distances expressed in the form of 
arbitrary powers of two; First, a node which lies in distances of 2”-l from 
any other three nodes (with mutual distances 2”) must be uniquely deter- 
mined. Second, all primary sets of nodes whose mutual distances are 2” 
must be classified into two or three classes. Finally, some restrictions are 
needed on the possible connection of these primary sets in accordance with 
the classes that they belong to. The main tool used in this study was the 
adaptive procedure for classifying primary sets. This classification enables 
us to examine efficiently the node-configurations by means of the above 
criteria. 
It was shown that when this method is employed, we can treat any large 
problem with an arbitrary number of nodes because of the universality in 
dimensions of the embedding criteria and the generality of algorithm. 
This method can serve effectively for forming an efficient recognition 
procedure in pattern recognition [Enomoto, Inoue, and Kurematsu (1968)] 
or for making a classification of a large amount of intricate information. 
Moreover this method may offer instructive ideas and good ways for designing 
system constructions such as state assignments for sequential machines. 
[Enomoto and Ichikawa (1968)] 
APPENDIX I: LEMMA 1 
Let vi denote a codeword obtained by summing up any number of 1st 
order basis vectors ~a and vi with modulo-2. Let v:) denote the vector 
product of r independent vectors vi , then the weight of vr’ (excluding u,, 
in the case of Y = 1) is given as follows: 
lqvp> = 2”-‘. 
Moreover all the vectors of weight 2”-r in n/@) can be expressed in the form 
v:) as defined above. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma has been made clear systematically in 
Kasami, Lin, and Peterson (1968). 
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APPENDIXII: PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Three code vectors V, , V, , and V, which have mutual distances 2”-?, 
belonging to n/CT), are given by Eq. (2) as follows: 
vz = VT > v, = “t’ @ v, , v, = “f’ @ v, ) (Vr E @‘), (2) 
where VI/‘) and v, (T) denote the vector products of T independent vectors vi 
corresponding to V, and V, , respectively. Since the distance between V, 
and V, is 2”-‘, the expression vr’ @ v:) = vg is obtained. In order to 
make this relation satisfied, it is necessary that 
and 
vy @I$) @vZ = vpyvy 0 v, @ vys) 
Then we have 
vv @ v, @ vgz = 0. 
p = vy)v . 
Y 2/Y 
$' = pv . 
z, v, # vz . (3) 
Therefore, 
v, = v,v, @ VJ, @ v,v, = vyvy @ v, = v~-l)v,v, @ v, E bP+l). 
Thus V, is uniquely determined by V, , V, , and V, and is in V(V+l). 
Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX III: PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Each member of a primary set (V, , V, , V, , VW) in n/CT) is given as follows: 
v, = VT, v = v(T) @ v Y Y 9.7 v = v(?) @ v z B 9.9 
VW = vy @ v, ) (VT E V”‘). 
(4) 
Since their mutual distances are 2”-‘, 
vf’ @ v?’ = vy(v; @ vz’), 
vy @ vk’ = vpqv; @ v,‘), (5) 
vp @ vp = vp”‘(v; @ VG). 
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Each secondary node can be expressed as follows: 
If “w-1)’ = vw-l)” = vw-1)“, v ’ - n 
the: 
P P Y - vy 3 vs 
J = vn z, and v,’ = vl in Eq. (5), 
v, @ v, @ v, 0 VW = Vp’(Vvr @ vz’ @ VW’) 
and 
v, @ v, = v~‘(v~’ @ VZ’) = v;-l)‘v,I(v,r @ v,‘). 
(1) If vll’ @ vz’ @ vW’ = 0, then 
v, @ v, = v;-l)vl/f and W( v, @ V,) = 2”-‘. 
(2) If v,’ @ vI’ @ vW’ = 1, then 
v, @ v, = vyv;(vgt @ 1) = 0 and W(V, @ V,) = 0. 
(3) If vy’ @ vB’ @ v,’ # 1 and if r < llz - 1, then there exist (r + 2) 
independent vectors vi and 
W(V, @ V,) = 2”-+fl) 
by Lemma 1. But in the case that Y = rn - 1, the relation W( V, @ W,) = 1 
obviously contradicts the adjacencies of binary codes, because three codes 
(e-g., V, , V8 , and V,) can not be adjacent to each other. 
If v(r-I)‘, vr-‘)” and v:-‘)” differ from each other in Eq. (5), then 9 
v, @ v, @ v, @ VW = Vp(Vyb; @ v,‘v; @ v,‘vG), 
v; = v: , v I - v; ) z- 
vf- 1 
w -vy* 
Hence 
v, @ v, = v~-%,%,%:(l @ v,‘) = 0 
and the result coincides with case (2). 
The same results are obtained for any combination of V, , V, , V, , and 
V S’ Q.E.D. 
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APPENDIX IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
According to the Eq. (4), 
where both vr’ and (vr’ @ v$) are weighted 2”~’ and the number of 
common bits of them are obtained by 
If a primary set belongs to class (i) and W(VW @ V,) = 2”-r, then 
v,@v,~v,@v,=0; 
if a primary set belongs to class (ii) and W(V, @ V,) = 0, then 
W(V, 0 v, @ v, @ V,) = 2+r+r; 
and if a primary set belongs to class (iii) and 
W(V, @ V,) = 2+r-1, 
then 
Hence, (a) if A belongs to class (i) and B belongs to class (ii), then 
d(Vw , VW,) = W( VW @ VW,) = 2+r+l, 
(b) if A belongs to class (i) and if B belongs to class (iii), then 
d(V, ) V,,) = W( VW @ VW,) = 2”-r. 
(c) Let V, , Ya , V, , V, denote the secondary codes of A and let I’,, , V,, , 
F’,? , V,, denote the secondary codes of B. Obviously V, = V,, by Eq. (6). 
If both A and B belongs to class (ii), then V, = V, = V,r = V,! . Therefore 
and 
(d) If both A and B belong to class (i), then W(V, @ V,,,,) = 0. The results 
contradicts the assumption that Y, + VW, . Q.E.D. 
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APPENDIX V. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
If primary sets Mr) and MC’ in n/(r) satisfy the statements (a) or (b) 
in Condition 3, having three nodes in common, they are said to be connected 
to each other and this relation is expressed as Mp) M Mr). If primary sets 
Mg) and My) satisfy the relation Mg) M Mr), Mp) and Mg) are also said 
to be connected to each other and are denoted by Mr) N Mg’. 
Let a set of codes Mm,, whose members lie in distance 2m-T from the zero 
vector in n/o), be called a subspace including “0”. Every code in M, is given 
by vector products vp (‘) of Y independent vectors of vi . A primary set which 
belongs to class (i) is given by Eq. (7). 
Mp) = vk-%~(h,v~ $ h2vk) (h, , h, : 0 or 1). (7) 
If we take Mr) as a component of m/II, , Eq. (8) holds for all the combination 
X of (r + 1) number of independent vi . 
u (Mf’) = M, . (8) 
Let a subspace M y, which is obtained from M,, by shifting each member 
of MI, along the code vector V, (EV(~)), be called a subspace including “vf”. 
LEMMA 2. A primary set 
M$’ = ~(‘-~)v(h,v~ @ h2vk) D 3 
which is generated from Eq. (7) by such a production rule as 
vz-+vj, vj -+ VI 
is connected to Mi’) satisfying the relation (a) in Condition 3. 
Proof. 
M’:’ = (0, v;)vjvl , v;-~‘v~v~ , v~-~)v~(v~ @ vR)) 
a? (0, V$& ) v$-2)vjvI, , v$-2)v&) 
m (0, v$-2)vjv, , v;-~)v& @ vk), v~-~)v,v,) E M:‘. 
(9) 
LEMMA 3. A primary set 
M$) = v$-‘)(hl(vj @ 1) @ h,v,) 
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which is generated from Eq. (7) by such a production rule as 
vj + vj @ 1 
is connected to Mr’ satisfying the relation (a) in Condition 3. 
Proof. 
M$) f (0, vyyvj @ I), vyv, , vyyvj @ 1 @ Vk)) 
w (0, vyvi , vyvI, , v;-qvj @ 1 @ VJ) 
Fa (0, vyvj , vyv, ) vpyvj @ Vk)) = My. 
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(10) 
LEMMA 4. A primary set n/5;@) = v~(“-~) (vL @ vj) (hlvj @ h2vk) which is 
generated from Eq. (7) by such a production rule as 
vc-+vt @VI 
is connected to Mr’ satisfying the relation (a) in Condition 3. 
Proof. 
(11) 
M$’ = I$-3)v,(v, @ vj)(h,vj @ h,v,) 
- v;-~)v~(v~ @ vj)(hlvm 0 h,vs) 
-by Lemma 2, 
= v:-~)v~(v~ @ l)(h,v, @ h2vk) 
- v~-3)vjvl(hlv~ @ h,v,) 
-by Lemma 3, 
N v~-3)vmvL(hlvj @ h,v,) = Mt’ 
-by Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 5. A primauy set 
A&’ = v$-‘)(hlv, @ h,v,) 
which is generated from Eq. (7) by such a production rule as 
vj-fv, (12) 
is connected to MF’ satisfying the relation (b) in Condition 3, whereas v, is not 
contained in the expression of Eq. (7). 
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PYOOf. 
Alp = (0, vyvn ) vyv, ) “p)(vn @ v*)) 
m (0, vpvj , vyvl, ) Tp(vn 0 Vk)) 
Fa (0, vy4Jj , vyvlc , v;-yvi @ Vk)) SE A@). 
LEMMA 6. Let M y1 denote a subspace including “ Vfl” and let M v2 denote 
a subspace including ” Vf2”, respectively. If V,, belongs to MV, and if V,, 
belongs to M v1 , then Ml y1 and M v2 have four codes, of which the mutual 
distances are 2”-’ , in common. 
Proof. By the assumption, 
W(V,, 0 Vf,) = 2”-’ and (Vfl cl.3 VfJ E wl * 
Let us take four codes (expressed by My)) in M0 as follows: 
Mf-) = v;-‘)(hlvj @ h,v,), 
vyvj = v,, 0 v,, or v~-‘)vk = V,, @ V,,). 
Then, M v1 and M v2 have four codes 
(Vfl , VfZ > VP) v?c 0 V,l , v,, 0 ~ar-l)vk) 
in common. 
By using Lemmas 2-6, Theorem 4 can be easily verified as follows: 
Every basis vector zli can be generated by (r + 1) independent vectors vi 
[which appear in the expression of Eq. (7)] by means of the production 
rules defined by Eqs. (9), (lo), (ll), and (12). Hence every Mj;’ in Eq. (8) 
are connected each other by Lemmas 2-5 and they form the subspace M, . 
And it is easily seen that the same situation holds with respect to primary 
sets in I%U~, Thus it follows from Lemma 6 that every primary set in V(r) is 
connected to each other satisfying the relation (a) and (b) in Condition 3. 
Therefore, every code in n/CT) can be generated from any primary set 
using the alternating properties of class (I) and (II) or class (I) and (III), 
whereas such an expansion that generates codes which differ in distance 
2+r-1 from each other are excluded. Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX VI. PROOF OF THEOREM 5 
A subspace V@+l) consists of 
y(r+1) = y(r) @ -&h{V1,(T+l)}n 
A 
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and I’(T) constitutes a subspace n/tr). Let Vi = C,,gl,,{~~~~)},, , then 
n/f’ = fi(V”‘) = {YCT) @ Vi} (13) 
yields a subspace with minimum distance 2-r belonging to V(r+l). And 
the number of mappingsfi of n/(r) into V(r+l) is 2’rTl’. Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX VII. PROOF OF THEOREM 6 _ 
If Vi = 0 in Eq. (13), then &(V(rJ) = n/(r) = n/r). Hence, if Vi # 0, 
then o/l’) =f@Jg)). Let primary codes V, , V, , V, , and V, in o/r) be 
given by Eq. (4), then primary codes V,r , V,, , V,, , and VW, , which have 
mutual distances 2”-’ in WY), are obtained as follows: 
Therefore, n/jr) (i + 0) equally holds all the properties that have already 
been described about o/c) (= V(r)) in Theorems 1, 2, and 3. Q.E.D. 
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